The MPC8260 PowerQUICC™ II integrated communications processor provides four general-purpose independent DMA (IDMA) channels that support memory-to-memory or peripheral-to/from-memory transfers. This application note presents a series of timing diagrams for several scenarios in single-address fly-by mode. A brief discussion of dual-address mode is included. All the timing diagrams are based on 60x bus accesses when the MPC8260 is in 60x-compatible mode. The timings are very similar for 60x bus accesses in single-MPC8260 mode and for local bus accesses. All the timing diagrams are based on simulations. For further information on IDMA programming, refer to the Freescale application note entitled \textit{MPC8260 SDRAM Timing Diagrams} (AN2178).
1 SDRAM-to-Peripheral, Peripheral-to-SDRAM Fly-by

Figure 1 shows a DMA fly-by data transfer from SDRAM-to-peripheral. The transaction is single beat with a page miss/hit.

Figure 1. SDRAM-Peripheral Fly-By
Figure 2 shows an IDMA fly-by data transfer from SDRAM-to-peripheral. The transaction is a burst with a page miss.

Figure 2. SDRAM-to-Peripheral Burst, Page Missed
Figure 3 shows an IDMA fly-by data transfer from SDRAM-to-peripheral. The transaction is a burst with a page hit.

**Figure 3. SDRAM-to-Peripheral Fly-by, Page Hit**
Figure 4 shows an IDMA fly-by data transfer from peripheral-to-SDRAM. The transaction is single-beat with a page miss/hit.
**Figure 5** shows a IDMA fly-by data transfer from peripheral-to-SDRAM. The transaction is a burst with a page miss.

**Figure 5. Peripheral-to-SDRAM Burst, Page Missed**
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Figure 6 shows an IDMA fly-by data transfer from peripheral-to-SDRAM. The transaction is a burst with a page hit.

Figure 6. Peripheral-to-SDRAM Burst, Page Hit

PSDMR[ACTTORW] = 011, PSDMR[CL] = 2
2 GPCM-to-Peripheral, Peripheral-to-GPCM Fly-by

Note that GPCM does not support burst mode. Figure 7 shows a IDMA fly-by data transfer from GPCM-to-peripheral. The transaction has a single beat.

Figure 7. GPCM-to-Peripheral Single-Beat Fly-by
Figure 8 shows an IDMA fly-by data transfer from peripheral-to-GPCM. The transaction has a single beat.
3 UPM-to-Peripheral, Peripheral-to-UPM Fly-by

Figure 9 shows an IDMA fly-by transaction from UPM-to-peripheral/peripheral-to-UPM. The transaction has a single beat.

**Figure 9. UPM-to-Peripheral/Peripheral-to-UPM Single Beat Fly-by**

*Note:* UPM-to-Peripheral corresponds to READ pattern. Peripheral-to-UPM corresponds to WRITE pattern.
Figure 10 shows an IDMA fly-by data transfer from UPM-to-peripheral/peripheral-to-UPM. The transaction is a burst.

Note: UPM-to-Peripheral corresponds to BURST READ pattern.
Peripheral-to-UPM corresponds to BURST WRITE pattern.
4 Slave-to-Peripheral, Peripheral-to-Slave Fly-by

Figure 11 shows an IDMA fly-by data transfer from slave-to-peripheral.

Figure 11. Slave-to-Peripheral Fly-by
Figure 12 shows an IDMA fly-by data transfer from peripheral-to-slave.

5 Dual-Address Mode

IDMA dual-address mode consists of a read phase and a write phase. For timing information for dual-address SDRAM transactions, consult the burst mode section of MPC8260 SDRAM Timing Diagrams (AN2178). GPCM does not support burst mode. The timing of dual-address GPCM is the regular GPCM read/write, as described in MSC8260 GPCM Timing Diagrams (AN2176). For timing information for dual-address UPM transactions, consult the burst mode section of MPC8260 UPM Timing Diagrams (AN2179) if UPM burst mode is enabled (ORx[BI] is cleared). If burst mode is disabled, refer to the single-beat section of this document. The timing diagrams for dual-address peripheral-to/from-memory are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14.
Figure 13 shows a dual-address peripheral-to-memory data transfer. Only the read-from-peripheral phase is shown. The write-to-memory phase is the regular memory write. The peripheral device can distinguish an IDMA read from a regular read by the assertion of DACK and DBB. After the peripheral determines that the data transfer is an IDMA transaction, it can use the information on the address bus and attribute signals as the basis for action. It must assert \(\overline{AACK}\) to terminate the address tenure and output data, and it asserts \(\overline{T_A}\) to terminate the data tenure.

![Figure 13. Peripheral-to-Memory Dual-Address Timing Diagram](image)

Figure 14 shows a dual-address memory-to-peripheral data transfer. Only the write-to-peripheral phase is shown. The read-from-memory phase is the regular memory read. The peripheral device can distinguish an IDMA write from a regular write by the assertion of DACK and DBB. After the peripheral determines that the data transfer is an IDMA transaction, it can use the information on the address bus and attribute signals as the basis for action. It asserts \(\overline{AACK}\) to terminate the address tenure and latch the data, and it asserts \(\overline{T_A}\) to terminate the data tenure.

![Figure 14. Memory-to-Peripheral Dual-Address Timing Diagram](image)
6 DREQ Timing

Figure 15 shows DREQ timing for a dual-address data transfer from peripheral-to-memory. The first DREQ peripheral assertion triggers a read of STS bytes from the peripheral. Subsequent DREQ assertions trigger the same read from the peripheral. When the internal buffer reaches the steady-state level, it is automatically written to the memory destination in one transfer.
Figure 15. Peripheral-to-Memory Dual Address

Figure 16 shows the DREQ timing for a dual-address data transfer from memory-to-peripheral. The first DREQ peripheral assertion triggers a read of SS_MAX bytes from the memory into the internal transfer buffer, automatically followed by a write of DTS bytes to the peripheral. Subsequent DREQ assertions trigger writes to the peripheral. When the transfer buffer has fewer than DTS bytes left, the next DREQ assertion triggers a read of SS_MAX bytes from the memory, automatically followed by a write to the peripheral, and the sequence begins again.
Figure 17 shows DREQ timing for fly-by mode. Each DREQ peripheral assertion triggers a transfer of the port size between peripheral and memory directly. When the programmed transfer length is reached or the peripheral asserts DONE, the BD is closed.
DONE Timing

Considerations for internally asserting DONE are as follows:

- When IDMA finishes transferring the programmed number of data at its last phase of read/write, the MPC8260 asserts DONE, which is enabled/disabled by the BD[SDN] and BD[DDN] bits.
- For dual-address memory-to-memory mode, DONE assertion is not supported and should be disabled.
- For fly-by mode, SDN should be the same as DDN. If SDN = DDN = 0, DONE is disabled. Otherwise, it is enabled.
- For dual-address peripheral-to/from-memory mode, only the bit associated with the peripheral can be enabled. For example, for peripheral-to-memory dual address mode, the peripheral is the source. SDN can have a value of either 0 or 1, but DDN should be cleared. If DDN is set, then during the
last write to memory phase, DONE as well as DACK is asserted. The assertion of DACK during memory access cycles may cause problem for the peripheral.

- When DONE is asserted, its waveform is the same as that of DACK.

Considerations for externally asserting DONE are as follows:

- If the peripheral determines that there is no more data to transfer, it can assert DONE externally to terminate the IDMA operation.
- For dual-address memory-to-memory mode, DONE assertion is not supported.
- Figure 18 and Figure 19 illustrate two scenarios for fly-by mode. When DONE is asserted and the IDMA has not yet asserted DREQ, the IDMA executes the pending DREQ. That is, it does one more transfer and stops. If there is no pending DREQ, the IDMA stops right after DONE assertion.
- For dual-address memory-to-peripheral and peripheral-to-memory modes, timing diagrams of three scenarios are given for each mode.

## 7.1 Fly-by Mode Transfer Termination by External DONE

**Figure 18** shows a fly-by mode transfer termination by an external DONE without a pending DREQ. When DONE is asserted and all previous DREQ signals are serviced so that there is no pending DREQ, the BD is closed and IDMA stops right after DONE. All the signals are not scaled. DONE requires one cycle.

![Figure 18. Fly-by Mode Extermination by DONE Without Pending DREQ](image)

**Figure 19** shows a fly-by mode transfer termination by an external DONE with a pending DREQ. When DONE is asserted, there is one unserviced DREQ. The BD is closed and the IDMA stops after the pending DREQ is serviced. All the signals are not scaled. DONE requires one cycle.

![Figure 19. Fly-by Mode Extermination by DONE with Pending DREQ](image)
7.2 **Dual-address Memory-to-Peripheral Termination by External DONE**

Figure 20 shows a dual-address memory-to-peripheral mode scenario in which the previous DREQ triggers a memory read. After the memory read, one write to the peripheral follows automatically without the need to assert DREQ. This memory read plus one write is integral. Even if DONE is asserted after DREQ but before the peripheral write, the IDMA proceeds with this memory read + write to peripheral combination and then stops. All the signals are not scaled. DONE requires one cycle.

![Diagram](image-url)

*Figure 20. Memory-to-Peripheral Mode Extermination by DONE Scenario 1*

Figure 21 shows a dual-address memory-to-peripheral mode scenario in which the previous DREQ triggers a write to the peripheral. Then DONE assertion follows without a pending DREQ. The IDMA stops right after DONE assertion. All the signals are not scaled. DONE requires one cycle.

![Diagram](image-url)

*Figure 21. Memory-to-Peripheral Mode Extermination by DONE Scenario 2*

Figure 22 shows a dual-address memory-to-peripheral mode scenario in which there is one unserviced DREQ when DONE is asserted. The IDMA stops after this pending DREQ is serviced. All the signals are not scaled. DONE requires one cycle.
7.3 Dual-Address Peripheral-to-Memory Termination by External DONE

Figure 23 shows a dual-address peripheral-to-memory mode scenario in which the internal buffer reaches SS_MAX bytes and automatically triggers a write to memory without the need to assert DREQ. Even when DONE is asserted prior to the memory write, the IDMA finishes the memory write and stops. All the signals are not scaled. DONE requires one cycle.

Figure 24 shows a dual-address peripheral-to-memory mode scenario 2 in which the previous DREQ does not fill the internal buffer. When DONE is asserted, there is no unserviced DREQ. The IDMA transfers all the data in the buffer to memory and then stops. All the signals are not scaled. DONE requires one cycle.
**Figure 25** shows a dual-address peripheral-to-memory mode scenario in which the previous DREQ does not fill the internal buffer. When DONE is asserted, there is one unserviced DREQ. The IDMA services this pending DREQ first and then transfers all the data in the buffer to memory and stops. All the signals are not scaled. DONE requires one cycle.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 25. Memory-to-Peripheral Mode Extermination by DONE Scenario 3**
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